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We lay on the earth and
let the cold settle into our bones,
feathers of ice spreading over my
glasses, the deepness of the evening
pooling in your collarbones. I couldn’t
hear your voice over my heartbeat and
fell into the crystalline sky instead, turned
my head and watched as the reaching
fingers of shadow webbed your chest.
The sun threaded your long hair with the
last rays of dying light, so beautiful I could
hardly breathe. You played with my hospital
bracelet and told me I was too much of a
romantic, tears in your throat; you pressed
the gauze too hard and I shrieked and we
held our breath as we watched the blood seep
onto mom’s old jacket. We pretended it was mud
when we went back inside hours later, smelling
of damp leaves and cigarettes and rust,
my hair so matted mom had to cut it off with
the dirty kitchen shears and I couldn’t put
it up for months afterwards. I still remember
how the trees hung heavy with night and
how the stars winked at us from the inky
dusk before us, how you fixed my wounds
and kissed my cheek and knew each one of
my secrets but I never knew any of yours.

Your laughter is made of rising steam.
Teapot-crackling water.
Thoughts simmer on hot metal.
You stir the cup.
Thin spoon scratching porcelain-coast-lines,
sugar-sand-turbids rotate in hydrogen-winds.
Your tongue, an ancient tidal wave,
kisses coast and ocean - all at once

